A multinational company uses a personal computer to schedule a fleet of coastal tankers and barges transporting liquid bulk products among plants, distribution centres (tank farms), and industrial customers. A simple spreadsheet interface cloaks a sophisticated optimization-based decision support system and makes this system useable via a variety of natural languages. The dispatchers, whose native language is not English, and some of whom presumably speak no English at all, communicate via the spreadsheet, and view recommended schedules displayed in Gantt charts-both internationally familiar tools. Inside the spreadsheet, a highly detailed simulation can generate every feasible alternate vessel employment schedule, and an integer linear set partitioning model selects one schedule for each vessel so that all loads and deliveries are completed at minimal cost while satisfying all operational requirements. The optimized fleet employment schedule is displayed graphically with hourly time resolution over a planning horizon of 2-3 weeks. Each vessel will customarily make several voyages and many port calls to load and unload products during this time.
Introduction
Many companies manufacture liquid products and ship them to distribution centres and end customers. When quantities are large, products are shipped and stored in bulk, not packaged. For instance, oil refiners and chemical manufacturers ship most of their liquid products in bulk from their refining or manufacturing facilities to tank farms which serve as distribution centres, to industrial customers, and as feedstock to other manufacturing facilities.
Large volumes of liquids in bulk may be shipped by various modes of transport, such as tanker trucks, rail tank cars, pipelines, ships and barges. Where waterways are available, and especially if pipelines are not, marine transport by ship (or barge) turns out to be the cheapest mode of transport for these cargoes, and may be the only feasible mode. In 1993, approximately 1.7 × 109 metric tons of just oil and oil products were moved 9 × 1012 nautical ton-miles worldwide by sea [1] . This paper describes a decision support system which is used daily to optimally dispatch shipments of bulk products by ships and barges among plants, bulk distribution terminals, and industrial customers. Half a dozen organizations have recently been encountered in the US, the Far East, Australia and New Zealand, which face this type of dispatching problem [2] .
The system presented here is implemented in place overseas, and is being used to schedule a diverse fleet of tankers and barges with hourly time resolution over a couple of weeks. It encompasses the richness of detail essential for an operational
